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ABSTRACT 
 

Affect as a Source of Motivation in the Workplace:  
A New Model of Labor Supply, and New Field Evidence  

on Income Targeting and the Goal Gradient 
 

In this chapter we propose a new, dual-process model of labor supply, which incorporates 
both cognitive and affective aspects of decision-making. Consistent with evidence from 
neuroscience, the worker may experience conflicting cognitive and affective motivations 
during the workday. In particular, the affective system values effort more highly as long the 
worker’s performance is below a personal goal, or income target, and becomes increasingly 
aroused as the goal approaches. As a result, affect can distort effort decisions relative to a 
fully cognitive benchmark, in a way that is consistent with evidence on loss aversion, and with 
the so-called goal-gradient effect, a tendency for animals and humans to increase effort as a 
goal approaches. In contrast to a standard model of labor supply, our model can predict a 
goal gradient, and predicts that workers may actually lower total daily effort in response to a 
temporary increase in the wage. Also, within-day windfall gains may have an impact on a 
worker’s effort profile over the workday. The second part of the chapter tests this latter 
prediction using data from two bicycle messenger firms. At both firms, a windfall gain in the 
morning has the predicted impact. A lucky messenger works harder than other messengers 
over the first part of the afternoon, and the difference is increasing, consistent with a goal 
gradient. Later in the afternoon, a lucky messenger works significantly less hard than the 
others, consistent with having surpassed a personal earnings goal earlier in the day and 
having less affective motivation. 
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1. Introduction 

Until recently, decision research assumed that the primary source of human motivation 

was cognitive. In this framework, motivation to pursue a goal, or reward, is modeled as 

the outcome of a conscious calculation, in which the individual chooses the course of 

action with the highest net benefit. 

By contrast, new evidence points to the importance of affect as a source of 

motivation.1 Experiments show that humans (and other animals) tend to evaluate 

performance on a task relative to a reference level, or goal, and experience affect as they 

make progress, or fail to make progress, towards this goal. This affective reaction has an 

impact on behavior. In particular, affect apparently explains loss aversion, a strong 

preference for not falling short of a reference point or goal, which acts as a psychological 

incentive to exert effort as long as the individual is below the goal. The tendency for 

affect to become increasingly intense, as distance from a goal decreases, can explain the 

so-called “goal gradient effect,” the tendency for humans, rats, and other animals to 

increase effort as a goal draws nearer.  

This chapter considers the impact of affect on motivation in the workplace. 

Because the standard model of labor supply is purely cognitive, and assumes that workers 

are only motivated by financial incentives, the first part of the chapter develops an 

alternative model that incorporates affect as an additional source of motivation. The key 

                                                 
1 This chapter was written for both a psychology and economics audience. Were it is 

appropriate we define terms that may be unfamiliar to researchers in either discipline. For 

example, we use the term emotion as it is used in psychology, to refer to a specific 

feeling state, such as anger, sadness, joy, etc. In all other cases we use the more general 

term from psychology, affect. 
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feature of the model is that affect, aroused by performance relative to a goal, can override 

the priorities assigned by cognitive decision-making and distort the worker’s effort 

profile. Affect is assumed to respond to the immediacy of a goal or reward, increasing in 

intensity, and creating a stronger impulse to exert effort, as a goal draws near. We 

formalize this tension between affect and cognition in similar way to Loewenstein and 

O’Donoghue (2005), by assuming a two-part objective function for the individual, where 

one part corresponds to the preferences of the forward-looking, cognitive self, and the 

other to the more-myopic process that drives affective impulses.  

We show that our model generates a psychological incentive to not fall short of a 

goal, consistent with experimental evidence on loss aversion, and predicts an increasing 

effort profile leading up to a goal, consistent with experimental evidence on the goal 

gradient effect. The model also predicts that a temporary increase in productivity, e.g. a 

temporary wage increase, may lead to lower total effort on a workday, because it causes 

an individual to reach the goal more quickly and thus removes some of the motivation 

arising from affect earlier in the day. This finding is at odds with a central prediction of 

the standard model, that workers should work harder when productivity, or the wage, is 

temporarily high. On the other hand it is consistent with a recent empirical literature 

focusing on occupations where workers are free to vary effort over the workday. The key 

stylized fact from this literature is that a worker’s total daily effort is typically 

unchanged, or even decreases, on days when the wage is temporarily high (for a review 

see Goette, Huffman, and Fehr, 2004). 

The second part of the chapter presents new empirical evidence on the relevance 

of affect for worker performance, using data from a real work setting where workers face 
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strong financial incentives. Our data come from two bicycle messenger firms, and allow 

us to observe the within-day effort profiles of individual messengers. Bicycle messengers 

are attractive subjects for study because they have relative freedom to choose their effort. 

It is also important that luck plays a significant role in determining their daily earnings: 

messengers are paid a piece rate, and can earn substantially more or less than expected on 

a given day simply because they were lucky and obtained an attractive assignment.  

Our strategy is to see how good luck or bad luck (windfall gains or losses) early in 

the day affect effort profiles later in the day. The standard model predicts that within-day 

windfall gains should have no impact on effort. By contrast, the affect-based model 

predicts that windfall gains in the morning can have a significant impact on the effort 

profile over the afternoon. A lucky morning can position a messenger quite close to the 

goal by the first hours of the afternoon, with the result that the goal gradient takes effect 

earlier, and messenger works harder, compared to other messengers. Later in the 

afternoon, when other messengers are getting close to their goals, the lucky messenger 

has already achieved the goal and thus works less hard. In fact, we find exactly this 

pattern, at both firms: afternoon effort is positively correlated with a windfall gain in the 

morning over the first few hours of the afternoon, but negatively correlated with a 

windfall gain in the morning over the final hours of the day. We also conducted a 

complementary survey with bicycle messengers, in which we asked directly about the 

importance of a daily earnings goal for motivation to exert effort, and find additional 

evidence supporting the alternative model of labor supply.  

These findings contribute to the recent empirical literature on labor supply and 

loss aversion, which builds on the finding, already mentioned, that total daily effort 
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sometimes decreases in response to a wage increase. The seminal paper in this literature, 

Camerer et al. (1997), studied New York City cab drivers and argued that the tendency 

for cabbies to work short hours on high wage days reflects loss aversion around a daily 

income target. More recently, Fehr and Goette (2002) conducted a field experiment in 

which bicycle messengers were given a higher wage for one month, and found that 

messengers decreased effort during shifts in this month. The decrease was strongest for 

messengers who were loss averse, as measured by a lottery experiment. This chapter 

extends the income-targeting hypothesis by emphasizing the affective underpinnings of 

loss aversion, and by building a dynamic model of progress towards a daily goal that 

incorporates another aspect of affective evaluation, namely immediacy. The model can 

predict a decrease in daily effort due to an increase in the wage (productivity), consistent 

with previous findings, but also generates a new prediction linking income targeting to 

affect, i.e. the goal gradient, which is testable using our data on within-day effort profiles. 

Importantly, this strategy avoids some of the concerns raised about interpretation of the 

findings in Camerer et al. (1997), and provides new support for the income-targeting 

hypothesis.2

The broader theme of this volume is whether affect leads to better or worse 

decisions by individuals. We discuss this question in the conclusion of the chapter, after 

presenting our empirical results. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 

the standard economic model of labor supply, and proposes an alternative model 

                                                 
2 E.g. in Camerer et al. and other cab driver studies it is not clear whether wage variation 

is exogenous to effort choices. For a discussion of this point see Fehr and Goette (2002) 

and Farber (2005). 
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incorporating affect. Section 3 describes the data and empirical design. Section 4 presents 

the empirical results. Section 5 concludes. 

 

2.1 Cognition and Affect in Daily Labor Supply 

2.1 Standard model of labor supply 

The standard economic model captures the deliberative side of human decision-making. 

In the context of labor supply, the worker’s decision consists of a forward-looking 

calculation of the costs and benefits of different possible effort profiles.  

In this chapter we are mainly interested in the effort profile over the afternoon, 

conditional on morning earnings, so we write the worker’s decision problem accordingly. 

We divide an afternoon k into m work episodes of length ∆ and adopt the convention that 

episode t lasts from t to t + ∆ on day k. We also assume utility is separable across work 

episodes. The worker’s problem is then the following: 

te
Max  Vt = λ(wket + zt)– c(et)       (1) 

Where λ is the utility generated by an additional dollar of lifetime income,3 earnings in 

period t are given by the product of the wage wk and effort et, and zt, is income unrelated 

to effort in episode t, e.g., earnings from previous episodes during the day. The function 

c() captures the cost of effort in terms of utility and is assumed to be convex.  

Importantly, small changes in zt, due to windfall gains or losses within a day do 

not interact with effort in the utility function, and thus do not have an impact on 

                                                 
3 The worker is assumed to be forward looking, and thus to value income in terms of its 

value fur purchasing utility during the whole future lifetime.  
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afternoon effort. The only channel through which windfall gains could interact with effort 

would be through λ, but λ is constant with respect to small windfall gains.4 We test this 

prediction later in the chapter, in our empirical analysis. 

The optimal effort level in hour t is the amount of effort such that the extra benefit 

from exerting another unit of effort is just offset by the extra cost of that unit. Formally, 

the optimal level solves the following first order condition: 

c'(et) = λwt         (2) 

Where c’() is the reduction in utility caused by exerting an extra unit of effort and λwt is 

the increase in utility from an additional unit of labor earnings. This condition implies 

that an increase in financial incentives, wt, leads to an increase in effort, limited by how 

quickly effort costs increase. Importantly, windfall gains and losses in the morning, 

which enter the period utility function (1) through zt, do not enter the first order condition 

(2) and thus have no impact on the choice of hourly effort in the afternoon. 

 

2.2 Incorporating affect into a model of labor supply 

Evidence on the role of affect and cognition in decision-making 

                                                 
4 Intuitively, the insensitivity of λ to small zt follows from the assumption that the worker 

plans ahead for his or her future lifetime. With this time horizon in mind, the worker uses 

any windfall gain in earnings to increase consumption of leisure, and reduce work effort, 

by a small amount in every future period. Given that a lucky morning leads to a change in 

zt that is very small relative to total lifetime income, the resulting change in effort in any 

single future period will be essentially zero. 
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Recent research in neuroscience provides groundwork for understanding the roles of 

cognition and affect in determining individual motivation. A key finding is that cognition 

and affect are governed by distinct neural systems in the brain (for an overview see 

Cohen, 2005).  

Cognition takes place in the prefrontal cortex, the brain structure that developed 

most dramatically in the time since human evolution departed from that of the apes 

(Manuck et al., 2003). This cognitive system allows humans to consider the broader 

consequences of their actions, and corresponds to the deliberative, forward-looking self 

typically assumed in economic models. Affect stems from a group of evolutionarily older 

brain structures, which predate the capacity for cognitive thought and are found in a 

variety of other animal species in addition to humans (Massey, 2002; MacLean, 1990). 

The affective system is an engine for motivation in the service of survival, responding 

quickly to cues in the environment with situation-appropriate drives: hunger, anger, fear, 

sexual desire, etc.  

An important implication of the dual-process structure of the brain is the 

possibility for conflicting motivations. Conflict can occur because the survival-oriented 

affective system has a relatively “conservative” set of pre-programmed priorities, which 

may ignore some of the broader, long-term considerations that inform cognitive decision-

making.  

One example of the affective system’s conservatism is a tendency to prioritize 

immediate rewards and threats over longer-term considerations. A famous series of 

studies in psychology demonstrates the impact of immediacy on impulsive behavior, by 

showing that subjects are more likely to choose a small, immediate reward over a larger, 
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delayed reward if the immediate reward is visible at the time of the decision (Mischel et 

al., 1972; Mischel et al., 1989; Mischel et al., 2003) More recently, McLure et al. (2005) 

find evidence suggesting that the cognitive system of the brain is involved in making 

intertemporal tradeoffs in general, but that the affective system is activated only when the 

tradeoff involves an immediate reward. The relative strength of activation of these two 

systems predicts whether the individual chooses an immediate reward or waits for the 

larger, delayed reward. 

The affective system is also conservative when it comes to the possibility of 

losses. Choice experiments reveal that many people exhibit reference-dependent 

valuation, defining outcomes in terms or gains or losses relative to a reference level. In 

these evaluations, people tend to be loss averse, disliking losses more than they like gains 

of the same amount (for a review of evidence on reference dependence see Tversky and 

Kahneman, 2000). This reference-dependence, and asymmetry with respect to losses, 

makes sense as a survival strategy, in the sense that survival is as an exercise in staying 

above a critical threshold. Shiv et al. (2005) provide evidence that loss aversion is in fact 

generated by the affective system of the brain. They conduct a choice experiment 

involving real-stakes lotteries, in which the subjects include individuals with damage to 

the ventro-medial prefrontal cortex, a brain region involved in processing affect. Shiv et 

al. find that normal subjects display loss aversion, but the brain-damaged patients do not. 

Chen et al. (2005) provide further evidence that loss aversion is seated in the 

evolutionarily structures of the brain, which humans and monkeys have in common, by 

showing that capuchin monkeys exhibit loss aversion.  
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Affect and task motivation 

A number of studies provide direct evidence on the importance of affect for motivating 

task effort. Consistent with the myopic, reference-dependent character of the affective 

system, affect is found to play a role mainly when an individual has a goal or reference 

point in mind, and when the individual is close to achieving that goal. The resulting effort 

profile involves higher overall effort below a goal, with an increasing “goal gradient” in 

effort up until the point when the goal is achieved.  

A study by Heath, Larrick and Wu (1999) finds evidence that goals act as 

reference points, and that affect provides a source of motivation to achieve goals, in a 

way that is consistent with loss aversion and the goal gradient. Heath, Larrick, and Wu 

posed subjects with the following hypothetical scenario:  

Sally and Trish both follow workout plans that usually involve doing 25 sit-ups. 
One day, Sally sets a goal of performing 31 sit-ups. She finds herself very tired 
after performing 35 sit-ups and stops. Trish sets a goal of performing 39 sit-ups. 
She finds herself very tired after performing 35 sit-ups and stops. Who is 
experiencing more emotion?  
 

Most subjects indicate that Trish, who is below her goal, is experiencing more emotion 

than Sally who is above her goal by the same amount [Trish, 71%; Sally, 29%; N=48]. 

This is consistent with the goal acting as a reference point and triggering the type of 

affective response, discussed above, that appears to play a role in explaining loss 

aversion. In another question, Heath, Larrick and Wu describe a similar situation, but ask 

who will exert more effort to do one more sit-up. Again, the question is careful to hold 

previous effort constant. Most subjects indicate that the individual below the goal will 

exert more effort than the individual who has surpassed the goal, consistent with loss 

aversion serving as a source of motivation [Above goal, 82%; Below goal, 18%;  N=73]. 
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Finally, Heath, Larrick and Wu ask a question in which two individuals have completed 

the same number of sit-ups, and are both below their goal, but have different goals. 

Consistent with the goal gradient, and an increasing role for affect as a goal draws near, 

subjects indicate that the individual with the closer goal will work harder to perform one 

additional sit-up [Close to goal, 86%; Far from goal, 14%; N=74].  

 The first behavioral evidence of a goal gradient was observed in studies using 

animals. The seminal empirical study on the goal gradient was Hull (1934), which 

showed that rats run progressively faster in a straight runway as they approach a food 

reward. Other animal studies followed, documenting a similar pattern in effort towards a 

goal (for a review see Heilizer, 1977).  

More recently, some animal studies have found evidence, at a neurological level, 

suggesting that the affective system plays a role in generating the goal gradient in effort. 

Shidara, Aigner, and Richmond (1998) and Shidara and Richmond (2002) monitored the 

brain activity of monkeys as they exerted effort to reach a reward, and found selective 

response in the ventral striatum and anterior cingulate, respectively, as visual cues 

signaled increasing proximity to the reward (distance to the reward was varied randomly 

over time, so monkeys had to rely on cues to infer current proximity). These structures 

are believed to be part of a loop between reward expectancy, affective response, and 

effort. At the same time that the monkeys exhibited increasing activation in these parts of 

the affective system, they also exhibited a goal gradient, increasing effort and making 

fewer mistakes on the task as distance to the goal decreased.  

 See, Heath, and Fox (2003) provides evidence of similar pattern of behavior in 

humans, in a study using college athletes. In this study, a goal was marked on a 400-
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meter track, and a subject was positioned at one of two distances from the goal. The 

subject was then instructed to start running at a gradual pace, until hearing a loud noise 

generated by the experimenters, which could happen at any time. The subject was told 

that the noise signaled the beginning of a 10 second period, during which they should try 

as hard as possible to reach the goal line. The treatment variable was the distance 

remaining to the goal when the noise was produced. Importantly, both groups of subjects 

heard the noise at a point when the goal was clearly unattainable in 10 seconds time; 

distances to the goal were clearly marked on the track, and all subjects were aware of 

relevant world-record times indicating that the goal was impossible. The main finding of 

the study is that subjects who heard the noise at a closer distance to the goal ran harder 

than subjects who heard the noise when they were relatively far from the goal, consistent 

with the goal gradient effect. Notably, subjects were put in a position where they had to 

make decisions very quickly, and were thus especially likely to be motivated by the fast-

acting affective system of the brain.  

Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng (forthcoming) also find behavioral evidence of a 

goal gradient among humans, but in the domain of consumer choice. In one experiment, 

people were offered cards allowing them to receive a free coffee after they had purchased 

nine previous coffees. Consistent with the goal gradient, participants increased the 

frequency of coffee purchases as distance from the reward decreased. A similar pattern 

was observed in an online experiment in which participants received a reward after rating 

a certain number of songs.  

 

A new model of labor supply  
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In the remainder of this section we develop a model of labor supply that nests the 

traditional, cognitive model but also includes affect as another source of motivation. 

Building on the evidence from psychology and neuroscience surveyed above, we design 

the model to allow for conflict between cognitive decision-making and affective 

impulses, and we formalize the affective system in a way that captures the key properties 

of affective evaluation.  

In the spirit of Loewenstein and O’Donoghue (2005) and other “dual-process” 

models in economics (Thaler and Shefrin, 1981; 1988; Bernheim and Rangel, 2003; 

2004; Benhabib and Bisin, 2004; Fudenberg and Levine, 2004), we assume a two-part 

objective function for the worker. The first part describes the preferences that inform the 

worker’s cognitive decision-making. Exactly as in the standard model of labor supply, 

this portion of the objective function values income linearly over the course of work 

period t. More formally, net utility in period t, from a cognitive perspective, is given by: 

Ut = wtet + zt − c(et )        (3) 

Where the utility from an additional dollar of lifetime income, λ, is assumed to be equal 

to 1, wt is the wage in period t, zt is income from previous periods that is unrelated to 

current period effort, and c() is a convex function capturing the cost of effort in utility 

terms. We denote the optimal level of effort from the perspective of the cognitive system 

as et
C = argmax  Ut . 

 The second part of the worker’s objective function corresponds to the preferences 

of the affective system. Consistent with reference-dependence, the affective system’s 

valuation of income over the day is assumed to vary with distance from a daily earnings 

goal, denoted r. Importantly, this valuation is assumed to be nonlinear, in a way that 
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reflects increasing arousal as distance to the goal decreases, and dissipation of arousal 

once earnings have surpassed the goal. We formalize the net benefits of effort in period t, 

to the affective system, as: 

v(wtet + zt − r) − c(et )        (4) 

The function v() captures the affective system’s valuation of income. We assume that 

v’(), the additional value to the affective system of an additional dollar of income, is 

increasing as total daily earnings approach r from below, consistent with increasing 

arousal. Once total earnings have surpassed r, however, v’() is assumed to decrease with 

further earnings, reflecting a dissipation of arousal. Furthermore, we assume that v’(x) > 

v’(y) for any x < r < y, i.e. the affective value of an additional dollar is always greater 

when the individual is below the goal, consistent with loss aversion.5 We denote the 

optimal level of effort from the perspective of the affective system as et
A = argmax  Vt . 

 Following Loewenstein and O’Donoghue (2005), we combine the cognitive and 

affective components into a single objective function, and assume that the worker tries to 

achieve the cognitive optimum, eC, in each work period, subject to willpower costs 
                                                 
5 This final assumption corresponds to the notion of strong loss aversion (Neilson, 2002), 

and implies a kink in v() at zero. Given these assumptions v() is equivalent to the 

“Kahneman-Tversky” value function, proposed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) as a 

description of reference-dependent evaluation of outcomes. In this sense our model is 

similar to Wu, Heath, and Larrick (2002), who propose a dynamic, value-function based 

model of working towards a goal. An important difference is that they assume the 

individual is completely myopic. We assume that the affective system is myopic, but 

allow for forward-looking decision making on the part of the cognitive system. 
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involved in moving effort away from the affective optimum, eA. Willpower costs are 

denoted h and are assumed to increase linearly in “distance” between the chosen effort 

level, , and the effort level preferred by the affective system. We also assume that the 

worker does not take into account the impact of current effort on willpower costs in 

future periods.

e*

6

Having defined the objective function, we can write down the worker’s decision 

problem. In line with our empirical analysis in the next section, we will focus on a 

worker’s effort decisions over the afternoon, conditional on morning earnings. For 

simplicity we assume that the afternoon has only two periods. In this case the worker’s 

decision problems, in the first and second periods of the afternoon, can be written: 

Max
e1

 Qt = w1e1 + w2e2 − c(e1) − c(e2) −      (5) 

))]()(()()([ 11111111 ecrzewvecrzewvh AA −−+−−−+−  

Max
e2

 Qt = w2e2 − c(e2) −        (6) 

−h[v(w1e1
A + w2e2

A + z2 − r) − c(e2
A ) − (v(w1e1 + w2e2 + z2 − r) − c(e2))] 

Willpower costs are captured by the terms in brackets, which express the difference 

between the affective system’s objective function, evaluated at the affective optimum, eA, 

                                                 
6This does not mean that the individual is “naïve,” ignoring the impact of current effort 

on the decisions of future selves; the individual still has a strategic interest in encouraging 

future selves to adhere to current-period preferences. Rather, the assumption is that the 

individual does not incorporate the willpower costs of future selves directly into the 

current period utility function, and thus would, if possible, force future selves to exert 

maximum willpower, without regard for discomfort experienced by future selves.  
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and the affective system’s objective function evaluated at the worker’s chosen effort 

level. Willpower costs are thus equal to zero if the worker complies with the wishes of 

the affective system, and increase linearly in deviations from eA.  

The optimal effort levels in period 2 and period 1 are then given by the following 

first order conditions: 

h
e
e
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  (7) 

′ c (e2) = w1+ h ′ v (w1e1 + w2e2 + z2 − r)
1+ h

     (8) 

 

Where  is the effort that the period-1 self expects to exert in period 2. A first 

observation is that affect can lead to either lower or higher effort levels, compared to 

effort levels predicted by the standard model. One determining factor is quite intuitive, 

and can be seen by comparing (8) to the condition for optimal effort in the standard, 

cognitive model. According to (8), effort in period 2 is higher than in a purely cognitive 

model if the value that the affective system places on an additional dollar of income, v’(), 

is greater than 1, which is the value the cognitive system places on an additional dollar 

(recall that λ was assumed to be equal to 1). Similarly, if the affective system cares less 

about income than the cognitive system, i.e., v’() < 1, effort in period 2 is lower than in a 

purely cognitive model.  

2
~e

 The condition for effort in period 1 is more complicated. The term in brackets in 

(7) arises because the individual is assumed to be forward-looking and “sophisticated,” 

i.e. to take into account the impact of current effort choices on behavior in period 2. 
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Effort in period 1 has an impact on effort in period 2 by changing distance from the goal, 

and thus the affective system’s valuation of income in the second period. Whether effort 

in period 1 is higher or lower than effort in the standard model thus depends on two 

factors: whether the affective system’s valuation of income in period 1 is more or less 

than 1, and whether the additional sophistication motives captured by the terms in 

brackets tend to increase or decrease effort in period 1.  

Although in general the impact of affect on effort is ambiguous, we now turn to 

two specific examples in which the affective system in the model leads to a goal gradient, 

consistent with experiments on task effort. We also show that in each case a windfall gain 

in the morning, reflected in an increase in zt, leads to greater effort in period 1 and lower 

effort in period 2, a prediction that we will test in the empirical analysis later on. Finally, 

we explain how an increase in the daily wage could lead to a decrease in total daily effort. 

As a first example, suppose the individual is below the goal in both periods of the 

afternoon, reaching the target only at the very end of the day. Furthermore, assume that 

the individual is naïve, i.e. does not take into account the impact of current effort on 

future affective evaluations, so that the bracketed terms in (7) disappear. In this case the 

model clearly predicts a goal gradient, i.e., e1 < e2, because the individual is closer to the 

goal, and v’() is larger, in period 2. Now suppose that the individual experiences a 

windfall gain in the morning, such that the individual is above the goal in period 2. Period 

1 effort must be higher than before, because the individual is now relatively closer to the 

goal in period 1. In period 2, effort is lower than before, because the individual is beyond 

the goal and the affective valuation of income is lower. Thus the model predicts a 
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positive response of effort early in the afternoon, and a negative response later in the 

afternoon, after a windfall gain in the morning. 

The model makes the same prediction in the next example, in which the 

individual is now assumed to be sophisticated, provided that the affective system places a 

relatively large value on income, i.e. v’() > 1 in both periods. In this case, sophistication 

effects reinforce the goal gradient. Intuitively, v’() > 1 implies that the affective system 

cares “too much” about income in the second period. This gives the first period self a 

motive to reduce effort in period 1, in order to increase distance from the goal in period 2 

and thus reduce the affective system’s valuation of income in the second period. 

Formally, this result arises because the sign of the product in the brackets in (7) is 

negative, leading to even lower effort in period 1 compared to period 2. To see this, note 

that the derivative of 2
~e  with respect to e1 is positive, because effort in period 1 moves 

the individual closer to the goal in period 2, which increases 2
~e . Given v’() > 1, the sign 

of the product is unambiguously negative. Turning to the case where a windfall gain in 

the morning causes the individual to be above the goal in period 2, sophistication effects 

reinforce the tendency for effort to increase in period 1 and decrease in period 2. To see 

this note that the product in brackets is now positive, because the derivative of 2
~e  with 

respect to e1 is positive: an increase in e1 places the individual farther beyond the goal in 

period 2 and thus leads to a lower 2
~e .  

 A final noteworthy feature of the model is the predicted response to a wage 

increase. In line with empirical evidence that workers sometimes reduce total daily effort 

on high wage days, the model can predict a decrease in total daily effort if the wage goes 

up. To see this, suppose that on a low wage day the worker is below the goal for the 
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whole day. On a high wage day, by contrast, it is easier to reach the goal, say by the 

second period in the afternoon. As discussed above, switching from being above the goal 

to being below the goal in period 2 can decrease effort in period 2, because the affective 

system no longer places a high value on income once the goal is achieved. Although a 

wage increase tends to encourage higher effort, through the channel of purely financial 

incentives considered by the cognitive system, and due to the goal gradient in earlier 

periods of the day, a strong drop in period 2 effort could result in a net drop in total daily 

effort. The model predicts that the drop in effort is more likely dominate if workers are 

allowed to quit early, i.e. reduce effort in period 2 all the way to zero, consistent with 

findings in the empirical literature. E.g. Fehr and Goette (2002) find that a wage increase 

causes a relatively small decrease in daily effort at a Swiss bicycle messenger firm, where 

messengers are able to reduce effort, but are not allowed to quit entirely, before the end 

of their daily shift. Camerer et al. (1997) find a larger decrease in effort among cab 

drivers, potentially reflecting the greater freedom of cab drivers to quit early. 

 

3. Data Description and Empirical Design 
 
3.1 Data 

In order to test the relevance of affect for labor supply choices in a real work setting, we 

analyze data from two bicycle-messenger firms operating in the same city, which we will 

call Firm A and Firm B. Bicycle messenger firms offer same-day, or same-hour delivery 

of packages, in urban areas where traffic-congested streets make a bicycle the fastest 

method of delivery. At the firms we study, messengers are paid a simple piece rate, which 

is a fixed fraction of the price of each delivery (50 percent). Delivery prices vary based 
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on the distance the messenger must carry the delivery, how quickly the customer needs 

the delivery, and the weight of the package.  

Bicycle messengers are attractive subjects for the study motivation and effort, 

because they have substantial discretion over how hard they work, and when, during a 

workday. Deliveries are announced over the airwaves by a dispatcher, and are heard by 

all of the company’s messengers working that day. Messengers have several ways to vary 

effort in this setting: they can work hard to finish deliveries quickly, and lobby the 

dispatcher for more deliveries, or they can make deliveries slowly, and respond slowly to 

the dispatcher’s calls on the radio.  

We use the electronic delivery records of Firms A and B to study the effort 

decisions of individual messengers. These records span several years for each firm, and 

include all deliveries made by all workers. Crucially, the records include the date, and 

time of day of each delivery made by a messenger, as well as the price of the delivery. 

With this information we are able to see the effort profile over the day of each messenger, 

and study the impact of windfall gains in the morning on effort profiles in the afternoon.  

We also conducted a survey with messengers in the same city.7 A total of 119 

messengers returned completed surveys, giving us a response rate of roughly 60 percent. 

The survey was administered in two ways: (1) we contacted messenger firms, and 

arranged to leave the survey in the mailboxes of the messengers at these firms; (2) during 

the working day, we handed-out surveys to messengers waiting for deliveries at one of 

several well-known waiting spots. Messengers were paid for completing the survey, and 

                                                 
7 We obtained permission to conduct the survey from the Committee for the Protection of 

Human Subjects at the University of California, Berkeley.  
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had a deadline of four weeks to return the survey. Most messengers returned the survey 

within a few days.  

  
 
3.2 Descriptive Statistics 

We begin our analysis with some simple descriptive statistics. These give a sense for the 

typical working day experienced by a bicycle messenger, and point to the importance of 

luck for determining a messenger’s daily earnings.  

 Table 1 describes the length of the working day for a bicycle messenger, in terms 

of total hours on the job. At both firms, the majority of messengers are on the job for 10 

hours, but there appears to be some margin for quitting early or working late: roughly 20 

percent work only 9 hours and 20 percent work 11 hours or more. Figure 1 shows the 

distributions of quitting and starting times at the two firms. The majority of messengers 

start work between 8:00 and 9:00 am, and 80 percent have started by 10:00 am. In the 

afternoon, only about 5 percent of messengers have quit by 4:00. Roughly 10 percent quit 

between 4:00 and 5:00, 40 percent quit between 5:00 and 6:00, and 35 percent quit 

between 6:00 and 7:00.  

 Figure 2 shows the distributions of daily earnings for messengers at Firm A and 

Firm B. Two features of these distributions are noteworthy. First, they are quite similar 

across firms. Second, daily earnings are highly variable. The standard deviation of daily 

earnings is $46.27 at Firm A and $50.29 at Firm B. Morning earnings, not shown, are 

also similarly variable, with a standard deviation of roughly $30.00 at both firms. 

 There are several possible sources of the variation in earnings for a messenger. In 

this chapter we are particularly interested in the variation in morning earnings that 
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represents windfall gains, or luck. However, some of the variation in earnings is certainly 

due to day-to-day fluctuations in demand for messenger services, or differences in 

messenger characteristics. Therefore, to assess the importance of windfall gains for 

determining a messenger’s earnings, we must first remove the variation due to day and 

messenger effects. Table 2 shows an analysis of variance for morning earnings. The 

adjusted R-squared statistics indicate that day and messenger effects explain a significant 

portion of the variation in morning earnings at both firms. However, consistent with an 

important role for luck in determining morning earnings, there remains substantial 

unexplained variation. This variation is economically meaningful to messengers, as 

shown by the fact that the standard deviation of unexplained variance is equivalent to 

roughly 30 percent of a messenger’s average morning earnings.  

There are two important sources of randomness in daily earnings for a bicycle 

messengers. First, earnings vary with the characteristics of a delivery – the service type, 

and the pick-up and drop-off zones of the delivery – which are not necessarily correlated 

with the effort required to make the delivery. For example, two deliveries may involve 

the same effort, but because one happens to cross the border of a pricing zone in the city, 

it may generate significantly higher earnings. Messengers also talk about the importance 

of luck in generating a collection of deliveries that “line up,” allowing the messenger to 

deliver all packages along a roughly linear path rather than having to make significant 

detours for each one. The second important source of randomness comes from the fact 

that if one messenger gets a delivery, due to fortunate timing in answering the 

dispatcher’s call, this prevents another messenger from getting the delivery.  
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3.3. Empirical Design 

Our empirical strategy is to test for an impact of windfall gains in the morning on effort 

in the afternoon. In the standard model, within-day windfall gains should have no impact 

on effort, because they are trivial relative to lifetime and thus cannot change the marginal 

valuation of income. On the other hand, if workers attach affective significance to the 

level of their daily earnings, windfall gains could have an impact on effort. The 

alternative model formulated in this chapter makes a distinct prediction regarding the 

impact of a windfall gain in the morning: a worker who had a lucky morning is predicted 

to work harder than other messengers at the beginning of the afternoon, because they are 

relatively closer to reaching their goal, and then work less hard than the others towards 

the end of the day, because they have already surpassed their goal.  

Our analysis focuses on the relationship between windfall gains in the morning 

and afternoon effort. Although we could measure windfall gains in terms of earnings, we 

will use revenues, which are a simple function of earnings (earnings/0.50) have the 

advantage that they yield a direct interpretation in terms of benefits for the firm. We 

calculate a messenger’s morning revenues on a particular day by summing the value of 

all deliveries a messenger completed between the beginning of work and lunchtime.  

We measure effort in the afternoon as follows: we follow each messenger 

working on a particular afternoon for 6 hours, starting at 1:00 pm (6 is the maximum 

number of hours a messenger works in the afternoon at both firms), and use hourly 

revenues as an indicator of effort. This creates six measurements of hourly effort for a 

messenger working on a particular afternoon. If a messenger had zero revenues during an 

hour, we set effort to zero in that episode. This measure of work effort is the broadest 
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possible, and is precisely as standard economic theory suggests it should be. It captures 

(i) how hard a messenger is working, (ii) whether he is taking breaks during the day, and 

(iii) when the messenger quits for the day (after the messenger quits, we set effort to zero 

for the remaining hours in the workday).  

 We then estimate equations of the form: 

eikt = γ1Morningikt
1 + γ 2Morningikt

2 + ..+ γ 6Morningikt
6 + βxit + ai + dt + εikt   (9) 

Where eikt is effort of messenger i at hour k on date t. Our coefficients of interest are the 

γk coefficients: the variable Morningk is the product of morning revenues for the 

individual and a dummy variable equal to one if it is the kth hour of the afternoon. We 

want the γk coefficients to reflect the impact of windfall gains on effort in work hour k. 

For the coefficients to have this interpretation, we need to control for factors that 

determine variation in morning revenues besides luck.  

 The vector x consists of time-varying, individual control variables. These include 

starting hour on day t, days of experience at the firm, as well as dummy variables equal to 

1 if the messenger worked the day before or the day after date t, to control for fatigue 

spillovers between days. We also include a messenger fixed effect, ai, to control for time-

invariant individual characteristics, such as ability, and a fixed effect, dht, which we 

estimate separately for each day at each firm to control for firm-specific, day-specific 

shocks, such as weather.  

With these controls in place, γk indicates by how much the messenger changed 

effort in work hour k in response to an increase in windfall gains in the morning. The 

model incorporating affect predicts positive values for γk early in the afternoon and 
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potentially negative values for γk later in the day. The prediction of the standard model is 

that γk should be zero for all hours. 

One caveat is that we might not eliminate all factors driving morning revenues 

besides luck. If a portion of the variation in morning earnings is still positively correlated 

with effort in the morning, and morning effort causes fatigue and makes it harder to work 

in the afternoon, then the standard model could predict negative γk’s in the afternoon.8 

This is unlikely given our controls, however, and given that messengers typically take a 

lunch break and have the opportunity to rest, minimizing the relevance of fatigue effects 

from the morning. Also, this channel should not lead to the reversal in correlation 

predicted by the alternative model; if workers with high morning earnings are fatigued 

they might work less hard in the afternoon, but the standard model does not predict a goal 

gradient effect, i.e. γk’s that are increasing over the first portion of the afternoon. Thus a 

goal gradient is an indication that affect, and not fatigue, explains the response to changes 

in morning earnings. 

We estimated our baseline regression equation using OLS. An important issue is 

how one should calculate the standard errors of the estimated coefficients. Given the 

hourly frequency of our measures, there are various ways in which εit, the error term, 

departs from the i.i.d. assumption of OLS. First, the way we construct our measure of 

                                                 
8 Fatigue spillovers could be incorporated by making the slope of the cost function for 

effort in period t an increasing function of effort exerted in previous periods, as we do in 

Goette and Huffman (2005). 
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labor supply makes the error term inherently heteroskedastic.9 We correct for this by 

estimating robust standard errors. Second, there are two potential sources of correlation 

between the error terms. Within a given day, if one messenger was assigned a delivery, 

another messenger will end up with one less delivery. This leads to negative correlation 

of the residuals within a day, rendering OLS standard errors too large. On the other hand, 

there could be positive correlation in εit for observations coming from a given messenger, 

rendering OLS standard errors too small (see Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan, 2004, 

for an extensive discussion).  As a consequence, we estimate two sets of standard errors. 

One set is adjusted for “clustering,” or correlation, in the error term across days. Because 

this ignores the (potentially) positive correlation within individuals, we consider these 

standard errors the lower bounds. The other is adjusted for clustering on messengers. We 

consider this the upper bound on the standard errors, because it ignores the (potentially) 

negative correlation within days. However, our basic conclusions do not depend on which 

adjustment of standard errors we use.  

 

4. Results 

4.1 Analysis of Delivery Records 

Figure 3 summarizes the results from our regression analysis using the delivery 

records of firms A and B. The figure plots the values of the γk regression coefficients, 

multiplied by 50 to illustrate the impact of a $50 windfall gain. All coefficients are 

                                                 
9 Because our dependent variable is bounded below by zero, this necessarily implies that 

the variance of the error term differs between observations. 
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statistically significant at the 1 percent level, except for the coefficient for the first hour 

of the afternoon at Firm A, which is not significant.  

Figure 3 shows that windfall gains in the morning have a statistically significant 

impact on the effort profile in the afternoon, contrary to the predictions of the standard, 

cognitive model of labor supply. On the other hand, the response of effort to the windfall 

gain is consistent with messengers attaching affective significance to a daily earnings 

goal. As predicted by the alternative model of labor supply, a messenger with a windfall 

gain works harder than other messengers in the first part of the afternoon, but less hard 

later in the day. Furthermore, the fact that the relative difference in effort is increasing 

over the first few hours is consistent with the goal gradient prediction of the model and 

not with an explanation based on fatigue from the morning.10  

 Our results are also consistent with previous studies, which conclude that daily 

earnings goals influence the effort decisions of piece rate workers. These studies have 

focused on the impact of day-to-day variation in wages on total daily effort, and have 

found that higher wages lead to lower daily effort, consistent with workers achieving a 

daily earnings goal more quickly under the high wage (e.g. Camerer et al., 1997, Chou, 

                                                 
10 These findings are also broadly consistent with the predictions of the reference-

dependent model of labor supply in Koszegi and Rabin (2005), which predicts that an 

unexpected increase in morning earnings can lead to a drop in effort in the afternoon. 

However, their model has only two periods, morning and afternoon, and thus cannot 

predict the goal gradient that we observe. This reflects the different focus of their 

research, on modeling the role of expectations in determining the reference point, rather 

than the role of affect as a source of motivation to work towards a reference point. 
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2003; Fehr and Goette, 2002). With the exception of Goette and Huffman (2005), 

however, these studies have not been able to observe within-day effort profiles and thus 

have not been able to test for the goal gradient effect. Goette and Huffman (2005) study 

the impact of exogenous increases in the piece rates at two bicycle messenger firms and 

find that messengers on the high piece rate work harder earlier in the day, but less hard 

later in the day, than messengers of the low piece rate, consistent with the evidence on the 

goal gradient effect presented in this chapter. 

 

4.2 Survey evidence 

An advantage of conducting a survey is that we can ask messengers directly whether they 

have earnings goals that are relevant during the workday. Accordingly the survey 

included the following question: 

After earning ____ dollars during the day, it feels less urgent to earn another dollar (if 

this question does not apply to you, answer with N.A.)”  

Of the messengers surveyed, 73 percent responded that they have such a dollar amount in 

mind during the day. The survey also asked, “What is the minimum amount you need to 

earn in a day, to make it worthwhile to come to work?” With only a few exceptions, this 

minimum amount is below the amount a messenger reports in the first question, 

consistent with the first question measuring an earnings goal that is distinct from a daily 

minimum. 

Another question in the survey presented respondents with a hypothetical 

scenario, which was designed to correspond to our analysis of the delivery records. The 

question describes two scenarios: in one scenario, the messenger has had a “good” 
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morning, earning much more than average; in the other scenario the messenger has had a 

“slow” morning, earning much less than average. The question states that the messenger 

worked equally hard in the two scenarios, and that in either case the afternoon is expected 

to be good. This establishes a difference in earnings across the scenarios due to windfall 

gains, and not due to effort. The question then asks the messenger to fill in the following 

statement, using a scale that goes from “much less” to “much more:”  

“After the slow morning, I care ____ about earning another dollar, relative to after the 

good morning.”  

In the survey responses, 18 percent of messengers say they care the same, 72 percent say 

they care more, and 10 percent say they care less about earning another dollar after the 

slow morning. This is consistent with the majority of the messengers being loss averse 

around a daily income goal: a good morning puts a worker close to their daily target and 

leads to lower marginal utility of income in the afternoon. Because the question keeps 

morning effort constant across both scenarios, fatigue does not appear to explain why 

messengers say they would work less hard after a good morning. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The standard economic model of labor supply assumes that a worker decides how hard to 

work, and when, based on a purely cognitive calculation of costs and benefits. By 

contrast, this chapter argues that affect is an additional, important source of motivation in 

the workplace. Building on evidence from neuroscience, we propose a new, dual-process 

model of labor supply, which maintains the standard assumption in economics, that the 

worker’s cognitive processes are sophisticated and forward-looking, but allows for 
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circumstances in which affective processes can override cognitive priorities and distort 

the worker’s effort profile. In particular, the worker’s daily performance is assumed to 

have an affective significance, depending on how it compares to a personal goal or 

reference level. Consistent with evidence from neuroscience, the affective system is 

assumed to value effort more highly when the worker has not yet achieved the goal. 

Furthermore, the affective system is assumed to become increasingly aroused as the goal 

becomes more immediate, leading to the prediction of an increasing effort profile, or goal 

gradient, leading up to a goal.  

The alternative model is able to explain important facts about effort decisions in 

the workplace, which are difficult to explain from a purely cognitive perspective. One 

example is the new evidence of a goal gradient presented in this chapter. Using data on 

the within-day effort profiles of bicycle messengers, we show that a windfall gain in 

morning earnings causes a messenger to work harder in the first portion of the afternoon, 

relative to other messengers, but less hard later in the afternoon. This pattern is 

inconsistent with a purely cognitive model, because a windfall gain in the morning does 

not affect the financial incentives to work in the afternoon. On the other hand, the pattern 

is consistent with the lucky morning pushing the messenger closer to a daily earnings 

goal, triggering the goal gradient and leading to more intense effort early in the afternoon. 

Later in the afternoon, when other messengers are still approaching their goals, the lucky 

messenger may have already surpassed the goal and thus work less hard. Another 

example is the important finding in previous studies that a worker’s total daily effort is 

often unchanged, or even decreases, in response to a temporary increase in the wage. This 

contradicts a central prediction of a purely cognitive model that a worker should work 
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harder when financial incentives are high. The alternative model can explain this perverse 

effect of financial incentives, however, because it allows for affective, as well as financial 

valuation of effort: a higher wage allows a worker to reach a daily earnings goal more 

quickly, and thus causes the affective valuation of effort to drop earlier in the day. If 

affect was a sufficiently important component of the worker’s motivation to begin with, 

reaching the goal earlier can lead to a net drop in total daily effort. 

The broader theme of this volume is whether affect leads to better or worse 

decisions. The answer to this question depends partly on the benchmark used. In our 

model, affect causes the worker to work too hard when the goal is close, and not hard 

enough when the goal is surpassed, compared to a purely cognitive perspective. On the 

other hand, it is not clear whether a purely cognitive model is the correct benchmark. If 

the worker suffers from self-control problems, e.g. an urge to take a break at a favorite 

bar during the day, affective engagement in a daily earnings goal could tend to improve 

overall productivity and lead to better labor supply decisions. This line of argument raises 

interesting questions, about whether individuals consciously use goals, and affect, as a 

device for overcoming self-control problems. Another question is whether income-

maximization is a sufficient criterion for evaluating a good decision, or whether the 

priorities of the affective system should be given some weight as well.  

From the perspective of the employer, affect can be productive if it leads to 

greater motivation than is achievable by financial incentives alone. On the other hand, if 

worker’s goals are not ambitious enough, affect can be counterproductive. Thus our 

findings suggest that it is in the interest of employers to identify and perhaps influence 

the goals and affective engagement of workers. 
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Figure 3 

Effort over Time: The Impact of a $ 50 increase in morning 
revenues ( + / - 2*s.e. of estimate)
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Table 1 
Hours on the Job 

 
Firm A 

 
Firm B 

 

6- 1.39% 6- 0.94% 

7 3.30% 7 1.45% 

8 8.73% 8 4.55% 

9 24.39% 9 20.34% 

10 40.34% 10 53.63% 

11+ 21.85% 11+ 19.00% 
    

 

 

 

Table 2 
ANOVA for Morning Earnings 

 
 Firm A Firm B 

 Adjusted R-squared 

Date Fixed Effects .1238 .1000 

Date and Messenger Fixed 
Effects .3106 .5983 

   
SD of Unexplained 

Variance 33.04% 28.69% 

(as % of average morning 
earnings)   

   

Observations 21,474 22,866 
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